Spice of Rice

Rings Displayed By Proud New Owners

By Wanda Phears and Ann Kriigel

Chris Brewer is finding it hard to get back to her studies after spending the holidays on the beach in Jamaica. Freshman Ann Cherry and her family went to Europe for their two-weeks Christmas vacation.

Rice representatives to the Southwest Conference Sportsmanship Committee livened up the Cotton Bowl Parade in the streets of Dallas by driving their blue and white jeep backwards. Paul Talkington entertained those from Rice who were in Dallas for New Year's with a party at his home.

Dance Tonight

Dancing tonight after the Texas basketball game will be at Wiess College commons. This will be an all-school dance and the music will be on records.

Thanks to a generous Rice grad, the Rally Club used the Warehouse of the Alief Lumber Yard for its Arty-Party Friday night. Club members tried improving their dates with splotches of color as the combo played on.

Engagements

Pat Trower to Eddy Garrett
Annette Wicker to Lee Duggan
Toni Berrong to Bob Hartman
Janice Cornell to Steve Doty
Barbara Long to Raymond Chilton

Dianne Duncan to Glenn Cragin
Jo Dee Graves to Mike Bowen
Karen Olsen to Darryl Albertson
Lin Davis to Charlie Pollard.

Emily Jordan to Robert Oaks
Sharon Tranberg to Tom Kelly.

Marriages

Mary Lou Burton to Toni Stellma.
Pat Vogt to Bill Bucek.
Veronica Nagy to Andrew Rato.
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